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“2020 has been a very difficult year for the UK visitor
attractions sector. Visitor numbers have plummeted due to
lockdowns, while restrictions on domestic travel and
deeply depressed levels of inbound tourism present major
barriers to recovery. While social distancing measures are
now core features of the visitor experience, venues must
seize the opportunity to do things differently.”
– Lauren Ryan, Leisure and Travel Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on the visitor attractions market.
Demand for visiting attractions in the next 12 months.
Willingness to use digital services when interacting with attractions virtually and while
attending.
Opportunities for premiumisation.

43% of adults visited a garden attraction in the 12 months to August 2020, marking the highest
visitation for an attraction type in the last four years, and pushing it to the top spot for the first time.
This highlights consumers’ appetite for natural, outdoor environments, which have appealed to more
consumers due to indoor venues being closed or deemed less safe as a result of the pandemic.
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COVID-19’s biggest legacy will be in the accelerated integration of digital services throughout the
sector. The pandemic has spurred 3-4 years of technological innovation in the space of months. As a
result, we have seen venues connect with potential visitors virtually, and will continue to see more
sophisticated end-to-end solutions that visitors can interact with from booking to visiting and beyond.
Lower demand for domestic travel, particularly for overnight stays and significantly reduced levels of
inbound tourists are the biggest threats facing visitor attractions currently. Venues must prioritise their
local communities with targeted marketing efforts.
In the medium term, one of the biggest opportunities in the market lies in investing in the outdoors. By
merging the indoor and outdoor visitor experience with new concepts and activities, brands can not
only keep people safe amidst the viral threat but also encourage visits throughout all four seasons.
Combating consumers’ seasonal behaviours will be critical to compete against other out-of-home
leisure options during the warmer months, and against the comfort of home when it is cold.
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